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The Rise to Prominence

▌Flexibility in benefits first appeared in the UK during the 1980s
Very formal schemes
Focussed around opting in and out of employer-paid benefits
Run for a set contract period
Managed through paper based elections and spreadsheets

▌ Today
Technology developments have led to the potential for genuine flexibility

- Rolling monthly enrolment windows
- Voluntary benefits & Flex Pots
- Multi-channel communications 
- A key element of ‘Total Reward’

Around 60% of multinational 
companies now offering flexibility
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What has driven the rise for employers?
▌Employee Engagement

Greater choice – no longer ‘one size fits all’
Brings employee to the centre of the decision making
Increased understanding of value through Total Reward

▌Financial
Potential for tax and NI savings
Targeting benefit choice to support reduced absenteeism
Better Management Information

▌Benefit Harmonisation
Support harmonisation of benefit plans for existing employees
Integration following acquisitions

Improved Attraction & Retention of 
key talent
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Why is it vital for the modern worker?
▌ The Modern Worker

Many employers realise the benefit from diversity in their top talent

- Needs of different demographics
- Evolving needs of employees and their families
- Increased focus on Wellbeing 
- Smart Working Practices – Managing work life balance

▌ Total Reward helps

Access information to drive outcome based decisions through multiple channels
Employees to understand and engage with their holistic Reward package
Make informed decisions to meet evolving needs
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Thales UK – Case Study

▌Objectives
Support harmonisation of c200 different sets of T&Cs across 7,000 employees
Modernise and future proof benefits offering
Provide employee choice in benefit plans to:

- Increase employee engagement and ownership with their Total Reward and 
benefit decisions

- Support wider diversity targets
Maximise efficiency savings for both employees and Thales:

- Benefit provider rates and administrative efficiencies
- Tax and National Insurance
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Thales UK – Case Study

▌Outcomes
100% of employees signed up to harmonised T&Cs
Flexible Benefits Scheme, supporting diversity and wellbeing strategies, based 
around three core areas:

- Finance
- Lifestyle 
- Wellbeing

Savings realised through administrative efficiencies, tax and National Assurance

Positive impact on:

- Employee Retention 
- Engagement, through Total Reward
- Attraction 

Provides platform for ongoing dialogue 


